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The structural, thermal and electrical properties of polymethylmethacrylate/polypyrrole composites. Electrical resistivity analysis of these percolating
composites showed a remarkable change in the conduction mechanisms below and above the percolation threshold. Structural properties were studied using Xray diffraction, showing increases in the crystallinity index for filler concentrations above the critical percolation. Thermogravimetric analysis was used to
study the thermal degradation. It shows a transition from a single peak for concentrations below the percolation threshold to a double peak for concentrations
above that point. The increase in the degradation temperature with the concentration of polypyrrole indicates the increase of the thermal stability.
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• The PPy powder was obtained by doping intrinsic PPy with tosylate anion TS-. The doping
rate was controlled by the XPS technique and was found of the order of one sulphur (S) for
four nitrogen (N), that is, one tosylate ion TS- for four pyrrole monomers.
• The two powders, PMMA and PPy, were mixed in several proportions of filler and pressed at
5000 kg.cm-2 and 150 °C. Then, the samples were allowed to cool freely to room
temperature to give solid disc shaped samples. All discs had a diameter of 13 mm and 3-4
mm thickness.
• The PPy and PMMA matrix are, respectively, has a density of 1.20 and 1.14-1.20 g.cm-3, Its
glass transition temperature is Tg ≈115 °C [1].
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• Structural characterizations were made by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Philips X'pert MPD
diffractometer, operating at 40 kV and 30 mA, equipped with a Cu anticathode of wavelength
𝝀=1.5406 Å
• The electrical resistivity was measured using a 617 Keithley electrometer, at constant
temperature T=300 K. The samples were prepared as discs of thickness of about 3-4 mm. with
aluminum electrodes of 10 mm diameter on the opposite sites of the sample. The electrical
contacts were made with silver paint .
• TGA was carried out using a Shimadzu TGA-50 Thermogravimetric Analyser. The measurements
are taken under an atmosphere of nitrogen with a flow rate of 30 mL.min-1, at temperatures
between 20 and 800 °C and a heating rate of 5 °C.min-1. The sample was placed in a platinum cell.
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X-ray diffraction
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Ø The diffraction peak that is observed at 31.2° corresponds
to conducting filler that is the TS- doped PPy structure.
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Ø The peak intensity increases with PPy concentrations, which
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means that the crystallinity of the PMMA/PPy composite
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increases.
Ø Above the percolation threshold, the crystalline index takes
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Figure 2: The crystallinity index (CrI) as a function
of PPy concentrations, at room temperature.

Figure 1: X-ray diffraction (XRD)
diffractograms of PMMA/PPy composites

Electrical resistivity analysis
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the percolation model
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r = ro (f - fc )

𝜙𝑐 = 3.24%
𝜌𝑜 = 34,7 (Ω. 𝑚)

Ø The obtained value of exponent t is close to the universal
value of three-dimensional percolating systems
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Figure 3: Semi-log plot of electrical resistivity ρ
vs. PPy concentrations, at temperature T=300 K

Figure 4: Log-Log plot of ρ vs. ɸ-ɸc for concentrations
above the percolation threshold, at temperature T=300 K
Ø For the concentration below the percolation threshold (a),

Thermal properties

there is only a single endothermic peak in derivative
weight, whereas there are double endothermic peaks for

(a)

(b)

the concentration above the percophold (b),

Ø The significant changes in the temperature values of the
initial degradation Ti, the first degradation Td1, the second
degradation Td2, and the final one Tf, i;e when the loading
fraction of PPy increases from low concentration to high
concentration,
increased

the

initial

degradation

temperature

and the degradation of PMMA/Ppy flollows two

steps, characterizing two thermal degradations.

Figure 5: TGA and derivative thermograms of PMMA/PPy Composites for the PPy concentrations below the percolation
threshold,(a) and below the percolation threshold (b).

Conclusion
This paper presents a study of structural, electrical and thermal properties of PPM/PPy composites. Analysis of electrical resistivity versus PPy fraction
showed a percolation threshold at which the behavior of transport mechanism changes. Thermal gravimetric analysis was used to study the evolution of the
thermal stability of PMMA/PPy composites; it shows that the rate of degradation slightly depends on the PPy content in the PMMA matrix. Moreover, the Xray diffraction patterns indicate that the crystallinity index of composites increases with increasing of PPy fraction.
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